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                          GEAR EXPO PREVIEW    

 Sure, Gear Expo undoubtedly has 
a ton to offer attendees in education, 
research and networking alone, but 
what really draws the crowd in are the 
physical products and technology on 
display from exhibitors. Otherwise it 
would just be another technical meet-
ing or social reception—and AGMA 
could save a few bucks on space to say 
the least. 
 There may be familiar faces in the 
crowd, but it’s what everyone’s looking 
at that is new and different. An expanse 
of shiny new tools and machinery with 
different features, gadgets, and designs 
compete to resonate with visitors long 
after the hall closes. Exhibitors have 
two years to make the most from prod-
uct and technology advances, so visi-
tors are more than simply reminded 
of the last Gear Expo. Here’s a peek 
at what some exhibitors are hoping to 
wow with on the show floor:

Bourn & Koch
Booth 741

 In an effort to replace the lega-
cy lines of Motch turning centers, 
Springfield vertical grinders, Blanchard 
vertical rotary surface grinders, Bullard 

Gear Expo 2009
Product Preview

Lindsey Snyder, Assistant Editor

GEAR EXPO 2009 & FALL TECHNICAL CONFERENCE
INDIANA CONVENTION CENTER
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 
EXPO: TUESDAY–THURSDAY, SEPT. 15-17, 10 A.M.–6 P.M. 
FTM: SUNDAY–TUESDAY, SEPT. 13-15, 10 A.M.–6 P.M.   

Bourn & Koch will introduce its VBG platform of machine with the 1000VBG, a 
vertical OD/ID grinding machines that comes equipped with gear inspection soft-
ware to ensure ODs and IDs are ground concentric to the pitchline of a gear.continued
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turning products and Fellows mid-
range mechanical stroking gear shapers, 
Bourn & Koch is introducing the “com-
posite platform” machine, which is 
identified as a basic, low-cost common 
building block with innovative, no or 
low maintenance technologies and inte-
gral and linear motors with high preci-

sion feedback. The B&K 1000VBG 
CNC Vertical OD/ID grinding machine 
is the first of these machines to be 
released, debuting at Gear Expo.
 One key feature of the 1000VBG is 
gear inspection software that includes a 
circular geometry inspection system for 
inspecting roundness and runout. This 

allows manufacturers to grind hard-
ened gear IDs and ODs concentric to 
the pitchline of a finished gear. The 
machine is being manufactured to U.S. 
standards and European CE standards, 
and it is available in one meter, 1.5 
meter and 2.5 meter versions.
 In most cases, the composite plat-
form design has 40 percent fewer parts 
than the old legacy designs, so pur-
chase cost is significantly lower for 
customers. Bourn & Koch can stock the 
platform base units, columns and cross 
slides, which were previously the most 
expensive components with the longest 
leads on the older designs. Stocking the 
base units reduces the build cycle time 
by at least six weeks.
 The composite platform machine 
can be constructed in four configura-
tions: the vertical grinding machine 
with hard finish turning capabilities, 
a vertical turning center, vertical gear 
shaper, a rotary surface grinder or any 
combination of these. 

For more information:
Star SU LLC
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway
Suite 100
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Phone: (847) 649-1470
Fax: (847) 649-0112
sales@star-su.com
www.star-su.com

Gleason
Booth 715

 In Gleason’s approach to be the 
“total gear solutions provider,” it is 
introducing various machines, tooling 
and the Gleason Global Services sup-
port system at Gear Expo, all for aiding 
various processes for bevel and cylin-
drical gear production and inspection 
from start to finish.
 As part of Gleason’s new genera-
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tion of GP series machines, the GP 
300 ES CNC Gear Shaping Machine 
exhibits high flexibility and is designed 
to improve cycle times for shaping spur 
and helical gears, internal and exter-
nal, up to 300 mm in diameter. Instead 
of a mechanical helical guide, the GP 
300 ES uses an electronic helical guide 
that features Siemens 840D CNC and 
proprietary software to apply the extra 
rotational motion on the cutter spindle 
required to produce any helix angle. 
 The 350GMM Analytical Gear 
Tester is representing the GMM Series 
inspection systems from Gleason at the 
show. Models are available for gears up 
to three meters in diameter, and stan-
dard features include a Renishaw 3-D 
probe head for total inspection of all 
gears and gear cutting tools. Analytical 
gear testers from Gleason all run on 
Gleason’s GAMA software, which is 
based on Windows VB.NET. The soft-
ware uses an intuitive user interface 
with input screens designed to be sim-
ple for programming workpiece and 
cutting tool data.
 Many gear cutting tools are part 
of Gleason’s booth, including the lat-
est introduction, the Opti-Cut index 
inserts for gashing, hobbing and shap-
ing large cylindrical gears. In compari-

son to traditional high speed steel cut-
ters, Gleason says that Opti-Cut lowers 
cost-per-part by up to 50 percent. The 
tooling family is diverse with an array 
of cutter body sizes, inserts and geom-
etries for meeting a variety of roughing 
and finishing, internal and external gear 
production needs.

For more information:
Gleason Corporation
1000 University Avenue
P.O. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 14692
www.gleason.com

Gleason’s GP 300 ES gear shaper will 
be on display at Gear Expo.

Gear Solutions From Drake

All Drake Gear Machines are shipped with the latest CNC controls, Gear Smart™

programming, field support and guaranteed performance.
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Sigma Pool
Booth 727

Liebherr and Klingelnberg are both 
exhibiting machines at the Sigma Pool 
booth. Liebherr’s LC 180 CNC Gear 
Hobbing Machine features direct-drive 
cutter and table axes, a Siemens 840D 

control and non-contact meshing sys-
tem. Numerous combinations of drive 
speed and torque provide the capabili-
ties to accommodate new cutting tool 
technologies, such as chamfer cutting. 
Chip augers and stainless steel liners 
are designed into the machine base and 
work area for efficient chip removal.

Klingelnberg’s P26 Gear Measuring 
Center inspects parallel axis gears, 
bevel gears, cylindrical gears with 
external and internal teeth, worms and 
worm gears, rotors, camshafts and 
crankshafts. Features include tem-
perature compensation and roughness 
measurement of the tooth flank. The P 
series gear measuring centers are avail-
able from 260 to 3,500 mm and are 
appropriate for use on workpieces up 
to 260 mm OD. The P26 uses the Gear 
Inspection Assistant (GINA) operator 
interface, and measuring programs are 
available for hobs, shapers and shaving 
cutters. 

The P26 is compact with a small 
footprint. Linear motor drives are a new 
feature for the measuring axes. A work-
piece temperature sensor minimizes the 
time taken for parts to cool down. A 
surface roughness probe for parallel 
axis and bevel gears is an optional fea-
ture that attaches to the standard probe 
head. 

For more information:
Liebherr Gear Technology, Inc.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176
Phone: (734) 429-7225
Fax: (734) 429-2294
info.lgt@liebherr.com
www.liebherr-us.com

Sigma Pool’s booth will feature the 
Klingelnberg P26 measuring  center.
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“Not everything we have tried has 
worked. Sometimes, before getting the 
results we were striving for, we have 
tried an improvement or technique sev-

eral times in the same area,” Doshi 
says. “By staying the course and stick-
ing to our core values and principles, 
we know that we will achieve our end 
results.”

The Lean Learning Center instructs 
companies to get involved in these lean 
programs, sooner rather than later, and 
urges those truly hit hard by the eco-
nomic downturn to open the communi-
cation lines with employees to achieve 
success and longevity. 

“Competitive benchmarking, visit-
ing other lean plants, on-site assess-
ments and lean education and training 
at the executive level are good places 
to start,” Sonderman says. 

That’s not to say that a commitment 
to lean doesn’t come with an array of 
challenges and a hint of skepticism.

“Companies that have been prof-
itable because of a niche market or 
have been immune to competition 
for whatever reason have less force 
on them driving change,” Sonderman 
says. “We often hear ‘Why should we 
adopt lean?’ or ‘We have always been 
successful.’ A past history of finan-
cial success does not always guarantee 
future success. The objective should be 
to get leadership to see the gap between 
current reality and the ideal state. You 
want them to discover how ugly the 
current situation is.”

With a computerized manufactur-
ing floor at their fingertips, Sonderman 
reminds companies to be creative. 

“Technology has changed, sure, but 
the lean tool box remains the same. 
The steps for reducing setup times and 
improving workplace organization 
through 5S are the same.”

It’s the understanding of lean con-
cepts and principles that is constantly 
evolving. 

“Lean is not about what you see 
when you visit a Toyota plant. It’s what 
you don’t see that is most important. 
What you don’t see is the critical think-
ing that links lean rules and principles to 
meaningful progress on the shop floor.”

Sonderman adds that this type of 
thinking will take organizations miles 
farther than simply repackaging old 
ideas or adding new programs or twists 
in technology.

“We saw this with Six Sigma. It’s 
simply a repackaged form of problem 
solving. It’s a great tool if you do not 
have systematic problem solving in 
your organization, but a tool is all it 
is. Hopefully, many organizations now 
understand that lean is essentially criti-
cal thinking guided by interdependent 
rules and principles, rather than simply 
a collection of tools to implement.” 

Companies like Delta, Colonial and 

“Competitive benchmarking, 
visiting other lean plants, on-site 
assessments and lean education 
and training at the executive 
level are good places to start,” 
Sonderman says. 
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KISSsoft
Booth 615

KISSsoft 08/2009 features improve-
ments in the shaft and gear modules, as 
well as other areas. 

A toolbar was added to speed up 
the shaft editor function. Copy and 
paste capabilities are useful for repeat-
ed parts. A list gives an overview of 
geometry, bearings and force elements. 
Outer and inner contour of the shaft can 
be exported or imported to the DXF 
format. Users can automatically deter-
mine documentation points in the shaft 
editor at a random position for dis-
playing the most important results for 
deflection line, reaction forces, stress 
and more in the respective cross sec-
tion. 

Profile and flank line diagrams, 
called K-charts, are available in the 
cylindrical and crossed axis helical 
gear modules. The diagrams are cre-
ated according to ANSI/AGMA 2000-
A88, and they are the basis for quality 
assurance in gear manufacturing.

Local wear in KISSsoft 08/2009 is 
calculated from real contact situation 
and graphically presented combined 
with worn out flank. The material data-
base was expanded to include 17 new 
material definitions of the company 
SABIC, and they include measured 

The latest software release from 
KISSsoft includes the ability to produce 
K-charts.

© 2009 Arrow Gear Company
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wear parameters for dry-running condi-
tions.

The measuring device position used 
to calculate measurement over balls or 
rolls is now determined by applying 
the ball or roll to the actual tooth form. 
This is an advantage because it can be 
applied to an arbitrary tooth form.

For more information:
KISSsoft, U.S.A., LLC
3719 North Spring Grove Road
Johnsburg, IL 60051
Phone: (815) 363-8823
Fax: (815) 363-8832
dan.kondritz@kisssoft.com
www.kisssoft.ag

Hydra-Lock
Booth 617

The full line of hydraulic workhold-
ing solutions from Hydra-Lock is on 
display, featuring part holding solu-
tions for cutting/machining, measure-
ment/inspection/metrology, balance 
and assembly. 

Special emphasis is being paid to 
the Conform-A Chuck and Conform-
A Arbor products. They use a plastic 
material known as Hydra-Fibre, which 
allows the chuck or arbor to expand, up 
to 0.125 inches depending on size, and 
adjusts to hold thin-walled and out-of-
round components without rounding. 
The Conform-A products can locate on 
a rough machined surface and establish 
an average center line. The chuck can 
support the weak component area and 
endure tool pressure by locating on the 
entire surface. Accuracies are typically 
within ±0.001 inches.

For more information:
Hydra-Lock Corporation
25000 Joy Boulevard
Mount Clemens, MI 48043
Phone: (800) 634-6973
Fax: (586) 783-5007
weholdit@hydralock.com
www.hydralock.com

Hydra-Lock’s Conform-A arbor.
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of solutions that we have to offer to all 
gear producers for all processes and all 
applications. The ‘goal’ is to help our 
customers improve quality, increase 
productivity, reduce costs and more 
effectively compete in their markets.”

Says Reishauer’s Richmond, “It is 
our goal to showcase our company and 
its capabilities and demonstrate how we 
stand behind the claim that we offer the 
‘lowest cost-per-piece’ hard finishing 
process on the market today, bar none.”

As for Koepfer, says Gimpert, “Our 
plans are to introduce only new or 
advanced technology.”

And says Great Lakes’ Mackowsky, 
“We have a 20 x  50 booth alongside 
the Höfler and Fässler booths, so we’ll 
probably have the biggest showing in 
terms of floor space. And the equip-
ment there, there’s probably four mil-
lion dollars in equipment on the floor. 
It represents a huge expense for us and 
is kind of an indication of our com-

mitment to the AGMA, and hopefully 
we’ll have good participation by heavy 
industry. And we have some really 
great products, anyway. Hopefully, 
with the downturn in business, people 
will have a little more time to com-
mit to the show and send more people 
and spend some time at the booth and 
maybe spend more than a day.”

Moving on to another show- and 
industry-related issue, wind power just 
can’t seem to catch a break. Despite the 
Obama administration’s firm support 
for its place in the alternative energy 
realm, the state of the global economy 
has put the skids on most continued 
development. In contrast to the wind 
turbine buzz that energized the 2007 
show, its impact will be considerably 
muted this year.

“I think the market reality is as 
we’re hearing—that there is signifi-
cant difficulty in getting financing for 
wind power,” says Franklin. “If you 
are a company looking to make a wind 
power gearbox, you’re probably going 
to have some difficulty in acquiring 
financing right this minute. The last 
time I went around and talked to people 
in the wind turbine business, money 
was extremely tight; demand is obvi-
ously not quite there. All sources of 
energy dampened down in price right 
now, and wind turbines are reflecting 
the same thing as far as I read.”

Monument Circle (courtesy of the 
Indiana Convention and Visitors 
Association).
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Mahr Federal
Booth 515

The GMX 400 class I universal gear 
tester is for universal and specialized 
gear manufacturing processes featuring 
a four-axis power PC controller with 
automatic tailstock and 3-D scanning 
probe head. It analyzes a range of gear 
and gear tool applications with ODs up 
to 400 mm (15.75 inches).

The GMX 400 can be used as a 
stand-alone on the shop floor or in gear 
lab applications. The system is capable 
of correcting alignment errors using 
Wobble angle compensation software, 
single cycle measurement and multiple 
gear shaft analysis. 

Mahr introduced a similar measure-
ment system a few years ago, but this 
version has new features. “It has a new 
controller and is therefore faster than it 
was,” says Pat Nugent, Mahr Federal 
vice president of metrology systems. 
“The biggest change is in the develop-
ment of software since that time. That 
was why we were waiting to bring it 
back to the U.S. market. We felt that 

we needed substantially more software 
option packages and features within 
those packages. We believe that we 
now have those.”

The GMX 400 analyzes gears and gear 
tools and will be on display in the 
Mahr Federal Booth at Gear Expo.

For more information:
Mahr Federal Inc.
1144 Eddy Street
Providence, RI 02905
Phone: (401) 784-3275
Fax: (401) 784-3246
information@mahr.com
www.mahr.com
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Kapp Group
Booth 923

The Kapp KX 500 Flex Gear Center 
is being demonstrated by the Kapp 
Group. It grinds and measures external 
spur and helical gears of modules up to 

10 mm (0.4 in) with a maximum OD of 
500 mm (19.7 in) and gear width up to 
520 mm (20.5 in).

The KX 500 Flex features a multi-
station indexing table and optional 
twin-spindle dresser for dressing speed 
and flexibility. Automation options are 

determined by customer requirements. 
The machine is designed for applica-
tion-specific solutions such as continu-
ous generating grinding with dressable 
or CBN plated worms, discontinuous 
profile grinding with dressable or CBN 
wheels or some combination of both 
these methods. 

The Kapp booth is emphasizing 
education at Gear Expo with direct 
video and audio links to the facility in 
Boulder, CO where wet grinding of 
various workpiece types will be dem-
onstrated. Hourly learning sessions are 
taking place on profile grinding, gener-
ating grinding and workholding setup. 
Kapp and Niles applications engineers 
are at the booth for answering specific 
questions pertaining to the learning ses-
sions.

For more information:
Kapp Technologies
2870 Wilderness Place
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: (303) 447-1130
Fax: (303) 447-1131
info@kapp-niles.com
www.kapp-niles.com

The Kapp KX 500 gear grinder.
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continued

with the Type G Twist Mandrel, which 
can accommodate a wider range of 
applications, including O.D. and face 
grinding operations where parts have 
a smooth bore, as well as non-gear 
grinding processes like cylindrical 
grinding. 

The LeCount Type G Twist Mandrel 
uses a sliding-jaw design that features a 
mechanical rotary device for clamping 
workpieces. The mandrel provides 
0.0050 mm (0.0002 in) TIR accuracy, 
considerable holding power torsionally 
and axially and a wide expansion range 
that fi ts bore sizes from 25.40 mm (1 in) 
to 76.20 mm (3 in).

For more information:
Gleason Corporation
1000 University Avenue
P.O. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 14692-2970
Phone: (586) 473-1000 
www.gleason.com

Henkel Corporation introduced two 
water-soluble metal removal lubricants 

designed to generate minimal foam for 
years with little biological degradation. 

The Multan B 236 and B 414 are 
for machining and grinding ferrous and 
non-ferrous alloys. They are intended 
for applications in which soft water or 
process requirements make controlling 

foam diffi cult. 
The Multan B 236 is appropriate for 

most water conditions and multi-metal 
applications. It performs well on cast 
iron and steel applications that require 
rapid cooling, corrosion protection 

Semi-
Synthetic 
Metal Cutting 
Fluids 
RESIST BACTERIA 
AND FOAM
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Emuge Corp.
Booth 700

The Emuge System SG expanding-
bush design workholding solution is 
used for hobbing, shaping and shaving 
for gear production as well as milling 
and inspection.  

The solution is designed based on 
a series of short tapers that expand or 
contract in contact with axial force. 
The System SG can be designed for ID 
or OD clamping. It features a large sur-
face area contact with the workpiece, 
which is capable of holding almost the 
whole diameter of the clamping area.

The System SG gives the workpiece 
a slight axial movement towards an end 
stop for stiff operation, and it handles 
higher transferable torque values typi-
cal of modern machining operations.

For more information:
Emuge Corp.
1800 Century Drive
West Boylston, MA 01583

Phone: (800) 323-3013
Fax: (800) 393-1302
info@emuge.com
www.emuge.com 

System SG workholding from Emuge.
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����������� continuedAs for Richmond at Reishauer, “I’m 
not certain; it seems as if the manu-
facturing capacity and demand at this 
time are in sync. I’ve read a little about 
the issue of ‘energy credits’ when it 
comes to the business of alternative 
energy, and from my narrow under-
standing, these energy credits (created 
by Congress in the recent energy legis-
lation as an inducement to begin alter-
native—wind—energy projects) have 
become a trading commodity on Wall 
Street, and their short-term future is 
unclear at this time.”

“I think the level of intensity will 
be greatly reduced,” says Koepfer’s 
Gimpert. “(But) the wind energy busi-
ness has committed to many programs 
and has an established focus.”

Says Great Lakes’ Mackowsky, 
“Wind power, like just about every-
thing else, is experiencing the same 
amount of downturn. I don’t see the 
activity level now that we saw two 
years ago.”

Taking the long view, “The wind 
energy market has not been immune 
to the economic downturn,” says 
Gleason’s Finegan. “In spite of the cur-
rent lull in the feverish growth of wind 
energy, the long-term demand and 
outlook for alternative energy sourc-
es remains strong, and we expect a 
rebound in all energy markets, includ-
ing wind.”       

As for the co-location with the heat 
treaters, says Finegan, “Heat treating 
is an integral part of gear processing, 
and, as such, has a role to play at Gear 
Expo.”

“Co-location is a new concept for 
Gear Expo,” says Richmond. “The 
plan is to meld two common processes 

under one roof to broaden the appeal 
of the show. I think it’s a good for-
mula. The attendance numbers will tell 
the final story, notwithstanding current 
economic conditions.”

“It can’t hurt,” says Mackowsky. 
“I would have thought some of them 
would probably have exhibited at Gear 
Expo anyway. If this brings more traf-
fic, all the better.”

And last, we come to the ques-
tion that pops up every two years: Is 

Gear Expo in its current iteration still 
relevant? (Ed.’s note: For AGMA’s 
response to this question, please see 
Joe Franklin’s upcoming Voices piece 
in our September/October show issue.) 

“It would be easy to say that Gear 
Expo is no longer relevant, given the 
current level of market activity,” says 
Finegan, “but this may be shortsighted. 
The mission of Gear Expo has always 
been to bring together the suppliers 
of gears as well as gear equipment, 

Höfler ’s machinery line capabilities 
will be on full display at Gear Expo 
(courtesy Höfler).
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